Fault current characteristics continue to change as more wind-powered generators and inverter-based sources are added to the electric power grid. The system fault response is not only different than in the days of large synchronous generators, but it also varies based on the source design and the utility grid code. We have three ways to tackle the rising protection challenges: fine-tune the present protective relays, enforce a better fault response of the sources, and use protection principles that are less dependent on the sources. This presentation introduces the principles of transient-based line protection, shares field experience, and shows how transient-based protection helps solve today’s line protection challenges. Transient-based protection responds to short-lived features in the relay input currents and voltages: traveling waves and fast incremental quantities. Fault transients are not powered by the sources present in the system but by the energy stored in the system components prior to the fault. Therefore, transient-based protection is independent of the source characteristics and fits very well systems with high penetration of renewable sources. This presentation is a deep dive into traveling wave line protection principles.
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